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Latakia, Ma’loula and Seidnaya 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

�  ا#"ذ �
  

 -J#(- K)دة آH اFG)نC19: ، D آA�@، د7(<،>1 أ:89 67)ن 34 12ری)؟ -)#,+�+* ا#()م : #�&%ا
 ،YJZ4+%.  ا#1Xاء أ:�)ن) 197ث >1ي، 34 آT)ن إزد:)م،-K ا#()م >1ب. )موا#O�)ح -�1Mا 89L ا#(

 ه3 7%ی&� -\@ب 12ری) 89L ا#Z,@ ،أن) -,D 7%ی&� أXT2) ا#"ذ ��.. -)#&ZO* ] إ#8،أ:89 67)ن
^21YT#ا،@�Aآ C19: �J�Z_ (X�4و C19: @�Aآ �34 .  آT)ن :19،آT)ن 34 67)ن إ1T2ا HX2 ا#\)ب.  7%ی&

g(- . 34ن9M�fي  Palmyra، أآ�% -JY@14ا تHA7 @،@7% ت%7ُ، ی399 ه3 أ7)آ` أث@ی�،أ7)آ` 2�):�*
#19�،آT)ن 7%ن  @یZ* 7` ا#()مJ7 (XT2إ �� % ه، و7%ی&� إh (XT2�%ن)ی)، 34 7%ی&�,�O7 ول 7%ن

�Tی% ، jX�4 وا#&)س #َXَ�7)آ`  X4%ول اG، ا#9\* ا#O@ی)ن�*،17 ا#9\* ا#-@J�m، * -�,16ا ا#9\* ا#O�@ی)ن�
�Tی%  Kn(&آ (X�4،C19: @�Aأ7)آ` آ �+�+,#(-  .j6#(,# 141ا)1ری) وتO# زم ت@:1ا[ .  

  
 
English translation: 

 
Linda:  What is the nicest place in Syria? Actually, the Sham [Damascus] is very nice, 
but … all the foreigners and tourists usually come to the Sham, but it is hot.  It’s 
crowded.  Sometimes the air is polluted. So I think the nicest place, in my opinion … I 
like a city called Latakia. It’s a city in the west of Syria on the Mediterranean Sea.  It’s a 
very nice city with very nice natural areas. There is also an area called Sahl al Ghab – it’s 
also nice.  There are tourist areas, which are archeological sites like Tadmur -- I’m sure 
you know Tadmur, Palmyra in English. There are also cities close to Damascus.  There is 
a city called Ma’loula, a city called Seidnaya. These are old Christian cities and people 
there up to today speak Aramaic. Not Arabic, Aramaic. These areas have old churches. 
Actually, they are very nice areas. You have to go to Syria and see for yourselves.       
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